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STORY
An industrial harbour in Randers, Denmark was transformed into a
spectacular water music show and total experience with advanced
3Dwater-projectionshow on the water, acrobats being lifted up in the air
by watercanons and vertical dance on the harbour’s silos. All part of an
extraordinary and dramatic musical show.
Her Royal Highness Crown Princess Mary was witness to the spectacular
show, which is among the biggest during European Capital of Culture
Aarhus 2017, and never seen a like in Denmark.
The water show in Randers Harbour was created by artists from UK, Spain
and Denmark. It has been under it’s way for more than two years and is
directed by Kevin Finnan, Motionhouse.
Motionhouse, the internationally-renowned British dance company, that
was choreographer for the Opening Ceremony of the London 2012
Paralympic Games, took the audience on an overwhelming turn around
trip. The visual dream-images were created by multimedia artists from
Spanish Logela. The music was composed by International Danish star
‘Oh Land’ and performed by herself together with a 300-voice choir. Oh
Land also stars in the show as a soloist and in the main part as the Sea Queen. Oh
Land was elected Best Danish female artist, performed on David
Letterman and lives in New York. She has become famous composing
melodious sound with a magic and quirky universe.
Water Music is about the love between sea and land and creating a home.
Randers is situated by the fjord and the river Gudenaaen. It is the story
about the Queen of the Sea, who meets the barger from land, and they
fall in love with each other.

Water Music is attended by in all 15.000 people over two days, and is one of 12 ‘Full
Moon’ projects in the official program for the European Capital of Culture - Aarhus
2017.
SHOTLIST
1. PARASHUTER WITH LIGHTS ON LANDING ON PLATFORM IN HARBOUR
STARTS WATER MUSIC SHOW
2. MAN LIFTED BY WATER HIGH IN AIR DURING WATER MUSIC SHOW
3. HRH CROWN PRINCESS MARY WAVES AND SAYS HELLO TO
PERFORMERS.
4. HRH CROWN PRINCESS MARY MEETS OH LAND, COMPOSER AND
KEVIN FINNAN, DIRECTOR
5. HRH CROWN PRINCESS MARY WITH PERFORMERS ANSWERING
QUESTIONS:
“I thinks, it was a very unique experience. I enjoyed it immensely. You know it
is not often, that you experience something in a harbour like, where the sound
the light, the vision is of such a high quality and a wonderful story is told.”
6. TWO DANCERS PRACTISING ON SILO WALL (CREDIT: UNDERDOG)
7. INTERVIEW KEVIN FINNAN, DIRECTOR (CREDIT: UNDERDOG)
“One of the great things being the conceiver-director of this kind of work is
that by the time it comes to the performance, it left your hands. So ones the
show starts. It will be what it wilL be. All my work is done at that point. And it
will be a product of the people within it.”
8. SAME TWO DANCERS PERFORMING ON SILO WALL DURING WATER
MUSIC SHOW
9. INTERVIEW LUKA OWEN, CONTEMPORY-DANCER, AFTER OPENING
NIGHT.
“The first show is under our belt and it vent really well, For us and everybody
here and I have spoken to a few of the call group and the choir. Everyone is
happy so, we are just really buzzing, really happy”.
10. 300 CHOIR SINGS WHILE FERRY WITH SINGING OH LAND ARRIVES
AND PASS CAMERA.
11. INTERVIEW OH LAND:
“I really did my best to tell a story about building a home. A story about love.”
12. TOTAL TWO SILOS WITH PROJECTION 3D VIDEO OF WATER FLOODS
THE HARBOUR.
13. INTERVIEW OH LAND CONT
“ My favourite part is the part, where the city has drovned and we see a
massive wave overcasting the city. And the city is under water like in Atlantis
and then there is a boat coming over a big factory with swans flying.”
14. BOAT COMING OVER A BIG FACTORY WITH SWANS FLYING.
15. BOAT COMING OVER A BIG FACTORY WITH SWANS FLYING.

16. INTERVIEW OH LAND CONT
“And it is very overwhelning visual, because, when do you ever see a boat
coming over a factory and then landing odthe ocean
17. CROWD OF AUDIENCE (6.000 PEOPLE).
18. VOX-POP:
JANE BAILEY, UK:
“It’s fantastic absolutely amazing. Just the spectacle of it. Such an amazing
beautiful spectacle. See all this people working together and in such a big
scale. It was wonderful”.
ALAN RIVETT, UK:
“Well, well I loved the narratives of the swans and the people and the story
and the ness building. Everybody is threaten and it all coming back together
again in the end. It’s beautiful.”
19. WATERSHOW WITH 3D PROJECTION OF HANDS. MAN FLYING IN AIR
LIFTED BY A WATERPUMP.FLYBOARDER
20. PREMIERE CROWD.
INT. KEVIN FINNAN, DIRECTOR
“ I am extremely elated now. I am really pleased with all the cast here. Just
come together and make something really special”.
21. WATER MUSIC SHOW WITH 300 PEOPLE CHOIR.
22. WATER MUSIC SHOW WITH 300 PEOPLE CHOIR WITH YARDS.
END

Links:
UK pressrelease: https://watermusic.randers.dk/water-music-in-english/

Contact WATER MUSIC:
Karen Balling +45 89151531 -+45 51562531
karen.balling.radmer@randers.dk

Please call me, if any questions.
Yours Sincerely
Anders
0045 23103058
anders@vnr.tv

